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Concerning the Site of Nitrogen Absorption
in Rats Fed Autoclaved or Raw
Soybean Oil MeaP
Raymond Borchers
Department of Agricultural Chemistr3l, University of
Nebrtllka, Uncoln

Carroll, Hensley, and Graham (1) have concluded
that much of the nitrogen absorption in rats fed raw
soybean oil meal must take 1>IMe in the cecum. This
conclusion was reached from data showing that the
apparent digestibility of raw soybean nitrogen in the
terminal 20% of the small intestine was 32.65%,
whereas in the feces the value was 76.96%. Values reported, for apparent digestibility of heated soybean
nitrogen were 78.66% and 81.78%, respectively. This
observation presented a notable advance in explaining the lower nutritive value of raw soybeans compared with autoclaved soybeans. It therefore seemed
advisable to repeat this work in order to determine
the validity of the observations made.
The Cr2 0 g index procedure was employed in a
manner similar to that of Carroll et aZ. (1), with the
following pertinent notations. The autoclaved and raw
soybean rations contained 2.1% total nitrogen and
were compounded as in previous studies (2). Rats of
the Sprague-Dawley strain were fed' the respective
ration for a period of 4 days before being sacrificed.
TABLE 1
,ApPARENT DIGESTIBILITY OF SOYBEAN NITROGEN IN THE
TERMINAL 20% OF THE SMALL INTESTINE
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73.35 + 1.92
(52.7-=84.8 )
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t value

Raw
(%)
1.968*
66.90±2.66
( 43.3-82.8)

78.52 ±0.93
(71.7-84.5)

1.644*
75.17 ±1.82
(59.1-86.5)

• Not significantly different, t value according to. Snedeco.r
(6).
1 Published with the approval o.f the director as Paper
No.. 584, Jo.urnal Series, Nebraska Agricultural Experiment
Statlo.n.
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The determination of Cr2 0 S was carried out by the
method of Schiirch et al. (3), except that the dichromate color was read at 375 mlA-, as suggested by Dansky
and Hill (4).
The data accumulated in our experiments indicate
that the apparent digestibility of raw soybean nitrogen
was not significantly different from the apparent digestibility of autoclaved soybean nitrogen when determined by the Cr 2 0 g index method in the terminal
20% of the small intestine of the rat. The results are
presented in Table 1.
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A Test Utilizing the in Vitro Clearing of
Milk to Determine the Presence of
Lipid Clearing Factor in Plasma
Leon Schwartz, Richard A. Dunsmore,
and Arthur Goldman 1
Division of Cardiology, Philadelphia General Hospital,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Recent studies indicate that certain physically distinct lipoprotein particles suspended in the blood may
be etiologically significant in atherosclerosis (1, 2).
Following an earlier observation that heparin administered intravenously decreased the turbidity of plaslllll
during alimentary lipemia (3), a number of workers
have been investigating the possibility that the heparin
clearing phenomenon may be of significance in lipid
metabolism, particularly in relation to the etiology of
atherosclerosis. The clearing effect has been found to
occur in vitro when lipemic plasma is incubated with
plasma withdrawn from donor animals soon after the
intravenous administration of heparin (4). Subsequent
work suggests that a soluble tissue substance, in the
presence of heparin, catalyzes the conversion of a
precursor present in plasma to a lipid clearing factor.
The latter apparently effects a redistribution of plasma
lipids in such a way that turbidity is decreased (5).
We have been testing for the presence of clearing
factor precursor in the plasma of normal and abnormal subjects in connection with our work on postprandial serum turbidity in atherosclerotic patients
(6). In the course of our study we have investigated
the possibility of substituting for lipemic plasma a
more easily procured and more readily standardized
substance as testing matel'ial in the assay of lipid
clearing factor. We have found that milk fulfills these
requirements reasonably well.
1 Fellow of the Heart Associatio.n of So.utheastern Pennsylvania.
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